Roadmap to Spiritual Awakening. . .
Lecture: The Problem of Physical Density
Questions:
Q1. Why do you have to choose the spiritual path in the first place?
Q2. Why is there no spiritual path in the upper dimensions of the heavens?
Q3. What is the purpose of the spiritual path?
Q4. What was the ultimate objective in creating the human physical body?
Q5. What was the first order of business in creating a body that could hold light?
Q6. While ultimately unsuccessful, what benefit was derived from experiments that
involved implanting crystals in the physical body, manipulating light to make it
compatible with the body, and in creating a beam of light to bathe Earth’s light
workers?
Q7. What were the observations about the places in the body that were able to hold
light?

Answers:
A1. The density of the Earth is too great to allow the soul to manifest into a physical
vibration at will.
A2. The heavens are already a place of spirit where love is omnipresent and the
essence of the Godhead permeates all. All in the heavens is already Oneness.
A3. The purpose and reason for the spiritual path is to do the practices that
contribute to the raising of the physical being’s vibration.
A4. The ultimate objective was to create a body that could hold light.
A5. The first order of business was to create a body that could survive in the harsh
density of the physical plane.

A6. These experiments helped show the angelic caretakers of the Earth where some
light frequencies actually did establish themselves within some structures of the
physical body.
A7. The physical body held light in places at the molecular level that did not have
specific functions. If bodily forms were used for physical work or movement, or
fulfilled other physical demands, their ability to hold light was negligible.
Go to next lecture HERE.
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